Subject: Customers’ Equipment on Cooperative’s Poles

I. Objective

To avoid possible safety hazards caused by unauthorized attachments to Cooperative poles.

II. Policy

A. Member’s or customer’s equipment shall not be permitted on any Cooperative poles without special approval in writing.

B. In situations where safety is a concern, JWEMC reserves the right to remove equipment that poses a safety hazard without prior notification. JWEMC shall not be liable for any damage to customer’s equipment or premises.

C. Members or customers who have installed equipment without prior approval shall be notified that such equipment should be removed immediately. Should the customer fail to remove the equipment, JWEMC will remove it and shall not be held responsible for any damage to customer’s equipment or premises.

III. Responsibility

A. The Board of Trustees is responsible for a periodic review of this policy and shall approve all changes to the policy.

B. The General Manager is responsible for the implementation of the policy.